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ABSTRACT Purple membranes (PM) are two-dimensional crystals formed by bacteriorhodopsin and a variety of lipids. The
lipid composition and density in the cytoplasmic (CP) leaﬂet differ from those of the extracellular (EC) leaﬂet. A new way of
differentiating the two sides of such asymmetric membranes using the phase signal in alternate contact atomic force
microscopy is presented. This method does not require molecular resolution and is applied to study the stiffness and intertrimer
lipid mobility in both leaﬂets of the PM independently over a broad range of pH and salt concentrations. PM stiffens with
increasing salt concentration according to two different regimes. At low salt concentration, the membrane Young’s normal
modulus grows quickly but differentially for the EC and CP leaﬂets. At higher salt concentration, both leaﬂets behave similarly
and their stiffness converges toward the native environment value. Changes in pH do not affect PM stiffness; however, the
crystal assembly is less pronounced at pH $ 10. Lipid mobility is high in the CP leaﬂet, especially at low salt concentration, but
negligible in the EC leaﬂet regardless of pH or salt concentration. An independent lipid mobility study by solid-state NMR
conﬁrms and quantiﬁes the atomic force microscopy qualitative observations.

INTRODUCTION
Most of the membranes of living organisms are composed of
both lipids and proteins. Membrane proteins are essential for
any communication, side-specific interactions, and molecular transport through the membrane (1). To fulfill these vectorial tasks, membrane proteins are extensively asymmetrically
oriented (1,2). Lipids generally show less defined asymmetrical behavior between the two membrane leaflets and adapt
their location around proteins (1,3). However, phospholipids
tend to be located within the cytoplasmic (CP) leaflet of
plasma membranes (4). Despite its ubiquity, it is experimentally difficult to observe membrane asymmetry and labeling
techniques are generally required (5–7).
Purple membranes (PM) are two-dimensional crystals
consisting of bacteriorhodopsin (bR) trimers assembled with
unusual membrane lipids in a hexagonal array that is formed
naturally in the CP membrane of Halobacterium salinarium
(8). bR comprises seven transmembrane a-helices that enclose a retinal chromophore (9). bR acts as a light-driven
proton pump, converting light energy into a proton gradient
across the membrane (10). The important role of proteinlipid interactions in the assembly and activity of PM has been
widely studied, mainly by diffraction spectroscopic techniques (8,11,12). In the bacteria, the lipid composition of PM
is defined and differs from that of the surrounding membrane
(13,14). The requirement of a fixed membrane composition
indicates that selective interactions occur between bR and
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certain lipid molecules and that these interactions are
essential for lattice assembly and bR function (8,11,12). A
comprehensive understanding of the interactions within the
membrane is hindered by the wide variety of lipids present
(phospholipids, glycolipids, squalene, and traces of vitamin
MK8 (13,15)). The densely charged phospholipids seem to
interact with bR and each other mainly through nonspecific
long range electrostatic forces (16,17). Diffraction experiments suggest that phospholipids are more mobile than
glycolipids (18). Phospholipids are mainly located in the CP
leaflet intertrimer space (6,16,19). The main phospholipid
present in PM is phosphatidylglycerophosphate methylated
(PGP-Me; see Fig. 4 D) (13) with a molar ratio of 2.4:1 to the
retinal (15). The other archaeal phospholipids are phosphatidylglycerol (PG), phosphatidylglycerosulphate (PGS), and
archaeal cardiolipin (BPG). The glycolipids are archaeal
glycocardiolipin (GlyC) and triglycosyl lipid (S-TGA-1).
Recently, the lipids molar ratio to the retinal has been
precisely determined (15) giving a protein/lipid ratio of 10
lipid molecules per bR monomer. It has been shown that bRDMPC reconstitution in the presence of .2 M NaCl exhibits
the well-known hexagonal crystalline array formation of PM
only when PGP or PGS are present (16,20). Reconstituted
bR in model membranes without those natural lipids showed
conformational changes (21), indicating that a specific
interaction of bR with the charged phospholipids is important
to maintain its three-dimensional structure. A phospholipid
indeed mediates a specific interaction between bR monomers
in the CP leaflet, critical for the assembly of the trimer (22).
Glycolipids are specifically and tightly bound to bR (23,24)
and show clear patterns in PM diffraction experiments (25).
Neutron diffraction experiments confirmed the presence of
doi: 10.1529/biophysj.105.072405
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two S-TGA-1 molecules per bR molecule, both located in the
EC leaflet with one in the intertrimer and one in the
intratrimer space (23). More generally, it has been proposed
that glycolipids are located in the EC leaflet of the membrane
(24).
Here atomic force microscopy (AFM) is used to study the
overall cohesion of PM in buffer solution, particularly the
influence of salt on PM stiffness and lipid mobility. AFM
has recently provided molecular resolution images of PM
(26,27). The two sides of PM have different surface charge
and stiffness (5,6,28). We use these differences to distinguish
the two sides of the membrane by alternate contact mode
AFM (AC-AFM). Furthermore, probing with a nanometer
size tip allows quantification of the interaction strength at the
trimer level by pressing on the membrane (force curves),
permitting investigation of intertrimer protein-lipid and
lipid-lipid interactions in PM. Since the AFM tip charge
depends on the solution pH, electrostatic changes in the
membrane surface can be probed.
Additionally, we obtain complementary information about
lipid mobility by solid-state NMR experiments. 31P solidstate NMR spectroscopy has been used to determine the
morphology of phospholipid bilayers and to assess the
degree of alignment of the lipids (29). Solid-state NMR can
provide information about orientation and behavior of the
phospholipid headgroups in PM (30). Oriented 31P NMR
spectra (static) were used to characterize the mosaic spread
of the oriented PM sample (31). Further information about
the dynamics in the vicinity of the phosphate groups is
obtained from the spin-lattice relaxation times in the
laboratory frame (T1P ), since it is sensitive to the motion at
the frequency of the magnetic field (;400 MHz ¼ ;2.5 3
109 s).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Purple membrane preparation
Wild-type PM from H. salinarium strain S9 and the M163C-bR mutant from
strain L33 were grown by a standard method using a peptone media (L37,
Oxoid, Basingstoke, UK) and isolated and purified using established
protocols (32). The membranes were either frozen at 25°C for storage
(4 months maximum) or kept at 4°C for immediate use.

AFM
Sample preparation
PM was diluted to ;15 mg/ml in the imaging buffer. A drop (30 ml) of PM
solution was adsorbed on freshly cleaved mica (9.9 mm mica discs, Agar
Scientific, Essex, UK) for 5–10 min and then gently rinsed with imaging
buffer (2 ml). For work in liquid with low salt concentration buffers (20–100
mM KCl), the discs were not rinsed because of the weak adsorption of PM
on mica (33). For salt concentration ,50 mM KCl, PM adsorption was
carried out by putting a drop (50 ml) of PM in solution (50 mM KCl, 10 mM
Tris-HCl) on freshly cleaved mica and by diluting with 10 mM Tris-HCl up
to the required KCl concentration a few minutes later to prevent ill formation
or no adsorption of the membrane. Imaging was performed after adding
Biophysical Journal 90(6) 2075–2085
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some more buffer (;200 ml). For imaging in air, a drop (50 ml) of PM in
solution (50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl) was adsorbed for 5–10 min on
mica, then gently rinsed with ultrapure water (2 ml of 18.2 MV, Maxima
Ultrapure water system, ELGA, High Wycombe, Bucks, UK) and dried at
20°C in a closed petri dish. All the buffers were made with ultrapure water
and renewed every 2 weeks. Buffer chemicals (KCl, HCl, Tris, and NaOH)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Dorset, UK). AFM imaging and force
curves were acquired at 20°C 6 1°C.

Imaging
High resolution images were recorded with a commercial Dimension 3100
AFM (Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA) equipped with a 90 mm scanner operated
in open loop. An AC liquid-cell was used for imaging in buffer. Since ACAFM is extremely sensitive to tip or sample contamination (26) the liquid
cell was sonicated in ultrapure water, then cleaned with ethanol, and finally
rinsed with ultrapure water before imaging in buffer. A new AFM tip was
used for each sample. Imaging in liquid was carried out with Olympus
TR800 tips (SiN, nominal spring constant kn ¼ 0.57 N/m, Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan). High resolution was achieved in 150 mM KCl 10mM Tris-HCl
buffer at pH 8 (isoelectric point of the SiN (34)) according to Möller et al.
(26). Imaging in air was performed with Olympus AC240 tips (SiN, kn ¼ 2
N/m, Olympus). Before imaging, the system was left 2 or 3 h scanning a
blank sample to reach equilibrium. For each image, height, amplitude, and
phase information were acquired simultaneously. The scan speed was
adjusted between 1 and 3 lines/s for low magnification frames (.400 nm)
and between 4 and 9 lines/s for high resolution frames. Best results were
obtained in ultrasoft AC, i.e., with a ratio of the free oscillation amplitude A0
over the set-point amplitude A as close as possible to 1 and at low oscillation
amplitude (#1 nm). The PM lattice was used for lateral calibration of the
scanner and quantification of the drift. Acquired images were corrected for
drift, but no averaging was done.

Force curves
Force curves were recorded in solution with a commercial MFP-3D AFM
(Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) with a close loop in the x, y, and z
directions. Olympus TR400 tips (SiN, nominal spring constant kn ¼ 0.08
N/m, Olympus) were used for increased sensitivity and to avoid sample
damaging, especially in low salt buffer. AC images of the sample were
acquired before and after force curves were measured to ensure reliability of
the curves and that the sample had not been damaged. In each buffer
condition, ;300 curves were taken on both CP and EC sides of PM with the
same cantilever and without reengaging the AFM. Force curves where also
taken on mica before and after force curves acquisition on PM to calculate
the inverse optical lever sensitivity (nm/V) and to ensure the stability of the
system. The sampling rate was set to 300 nm/s. The z-piezo extension per
curve was set to 100 or 150 nm to prevent excessive pressure on the
membrane. The spring constant of the cantilever was calculated using the
thermal noise method (35,36) and theoretical predictions (37). Thermal
noise scans always indicated a similar value for the cantilevers used (k ¼
0.11 N/m within ,10%), suggesting a good reproducibility of the cantilever
stiffness, but theoretical calculations gave a spring constant of k ¼ 0.085
N/m. Due to the discrepancy of the different force calibration methods, the
nominal value of 0.08 N/m was used to calculate forces, including an error of
40%. To avoid systematic errors, each set of measurements carried out in a
specific buffer condition was made in a random order.

Solid-state NMR
Sample preparation
For 31P NMR measurements, purified PM was suspended in buffer (5 mM
sodium citrate; pH 6), with a bR concentration of ;3 mg/ml (;11 mM bR).
Oriented PM films were prepared by slow evaporation of the aqueous PM
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suspension on thin glass slides (8 3 8 3 0.06–0.08 mm, Paul Marienfeld
GmbH, Lauda-Königshofen, Germany). For ‘‘dry’’ PM samples, a sufficient
number of these slides were stacked to fill a square NMR coil. Alternatively,
the slides with dry PM films were kept at a controlled relative humidity of
75% or 100% by placing them in a sealed container at 37°C for 24 h with,
respectively, a saturated NaCl solution or distilled water. The slides with
(partially) hydrated PM were stacked and kept for another 24 h at controlled
relative humidity. Subsequently, the stack was sealed with parafilm and
placed in a polyethylene tube (RS Components, Northants, UK) to prevent
dehydration during the NMR measurements. A total of 5 mg of PM was used
for each sample.

(typically 5–50 nm wide) of nonordered membrane can be
observed around a developing patch. Patches are 5.3 6 0.4
nm thick and 500 nm to 2 mm wide. They do not show any
preferential orientation for the adsorption (EC or CP side
facing mica).

NMR measurements

Due to the structural asymmetry of PM, molecular level
studies on PM mechanical or electrostatic properties require
leaflet-specific experiments. All AFM experiments showing
side distinction reported to date used high resolution imaging (7,26). This method requires a careful balancing of the
electrostatic double layer forces between the membrane and
the AFM tip. The thickness of the double layer is characterized by the Debye length, 1/k. In the case of KCl in aqueous
solution (38)

31

Solid-state P NMR measurements were performed on a CMX Infinity 400
spectrometer (Varian, Palo Alto, CA) with operating frequencies of 397.9
and 161.1 MHz for 1H and 31P, respectively. Static 31P NMR spectra of the
hydrated PM samples were obtained with a Hahn-echo pulse sequence
(90°  t  180°  t1  acquisition) and with a proton decoupling power of
40–45 kHz. Typical 90° and 180° pulse lengths for 1H and 31P were 5 and
10 ms, and an echo interval (t) of 20 ms was used. For the dry PM sample, a
cross-polarization pulse sequence was applied (1.0 ms contact time, 42 kHz
proton decoupling). For all measurements, a recycling delay of 4 s was used,
and 3000–12,000 scans were acquired. Before Fourier transformation and
zero-filling to 2048 points, a Lorentzian line-broadening of 200 Hz was
applied for the hydrated samples and of 500 Hz for the dry sample. The 31P
chemical shift was referenced to external 85% H3PO4 (0 ppm). All spectra
were recorded at 20°C.
The phosphorus spin-lattice relaxation times in the laboratory frame (T1P )
were determined by the inversion-recovery method using pulse durations
from 0.001 to 6.0 s. T1P was evaluated using a nonlinear least-square fitting of
the five data points of 31P NMR signal intensities.

RESULTS
When PM solution is deposited on mica, adsorbed patches
assemble into the hexagonal lattice (Fig. 1). A small band

AFM: distinction of EC and CP sides of PM
Phase and high resolution imaging

1=2

1=k  0:304=½KCl ;

(1)

where [KCl] is the concentration of KCl in mol per liter and
1/k is in nanometers. Consequently, high resolution imaging
imposes a specific salt concentration of the imaging buffer
(39), which prevents PM side distinction away from the
optimum conditions. We have overcome this problem by
using the phase information provided by AC-AFM. Operated in very soft AC mode (A0/A close to 1, see Materials and
Methods), the phase shift is very sensitive to changes in
energy dissipation due to tip-sample interactions (40–42).
The natural asymmetry between the EC and CP sides of PM
FIGURE 1 Distinction of PM EC and CP
sides using AC-AFM (A–E). Topographic
image (A). The phase image (B) reveals a
contrast between EC patches (darker) and CP
patches (lighter). A profile of (B) gives ;7°CPEC shift and ;15°CP-mica shift (C). High
resolution topographic images of PM CP (D)
and EC (E) side obtained by zooming respectively on the lighter and darker patches in (B).
The protrusions on the CP patches and a
‘‘smooth belt’’ around the EC patch are clearly
visible in panels A and B (dashed line). Effect
of salt removal on the PM imaged by AC-AFM
in air (F–J). The membrane has been rinsed
with ultrapure water and dried at room temperature. The EC (pitted) and CP (cracked) sides
of PM after drying (F). Higher magnifications
of the EC patch (G and H). Hexagonal
depressions related to the CP leaflet and pits
are visible. Higher magnification of the CP
cracked patch (I and J). Arrows point to
larger holes crossing EC patches in panels F
and G and to trimers in panel J. The scale bar is
1 mm (A and B), 10° (C), 3 nm (D and E), 1 mm
(F), 100 nm (G), 50 nm (H), 100 nm (I), and 50
nm (J). Panels F–I are topographic images, and
J is a phase image.
Biophysical Journal 90(6) 2075–2085
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(6,28) is sufficient to offer a clear phase contrast when
scanned in any buffer studied. The EC patches appear darker
than the CP patches in the phase image (Fig. 1, B and C).
High resolution imaging under favorable buffer conditions
confirmed the side assignment obtained through phase shift
imaging (Fig. 1, D and E). Scanning in low salt buffer accentuates the asymmetry resolved by the AFM tip between the
two sides of PM, and thus the phase shift. This new way of
distinguishing the PM’s two sides has been extensively used
in this study, mainly for side-specific force spectroscopy.
Membrane protrusions on the CP side and pH effect

Additional features which help to distinguish the two sides of
PM when adsorbed onto mica and present under any salt or
pH conditions studied (20–300 mM KCl, pH 5–12) are the
frequent and random protrusions exhibited by CP patches
(patches having their CP side exposed for imaging and their
EC side facing the substrate) in contrast to the smoothness
of the EC patches (Fig. 1, A and B). These features, appearing only on CP patches, have been observed before (43) but
never commented on or explained. High resolution images of
CP patches showed that the PM lattice is still visible on top
of the protrusions (data not shown). They are consequently
due to material located underneath the membrane, between
the EC leaflet and the substrate. EC patches do not exhibit
such irregularities. Moreover they seem to prevent their
formation, and CP patch regions adjacent to EC patches exhibit a smooth band without protrusions (Fig. 1 B), forming a
‘‘smooth belt’’ around the EC patches.
Finally, changing the pH of the buffer solution does not
seem to affect the global cohesion of the membrane but more
the tip-sample interaction by changing the surface charge
of the AFM tip from negative (pH 10) to positive (pH 6).
However, at pH $ 10, despite the good cohesion of the PM
lattice, the assembly seems more difficult and large areas of a
nonordered thinner membrane are visible (Fig. 2) around the
well-assembled patches. The lattice then assembles from
these nonordered regions (44). This misassembled membrane could be due to the lysine residues of bR loosing their
positive charge at pH 10, thus weakening the bR interaction
with highly negatively charged lipids and making the lattice
assembly less favorable. Since almost all the lysine residues
of bR are located in the CP leaflet, once the membrane is
assembled, the cohesion is maintained by the EC leaflet-specific
interactions. Consistently increasing the salt concentration of
the buffer allowed a normal PM assembly. It should be noted
that around the CP patches, the protrusions mentioned above
are already present in this nonordered area (Fig. 2).
AFM: the asymmetric effect of salt on PM
Imaging with no salt in liquid and in air

Imaging PM in liquid under very low salt concentration
(,20 mM KCl) is difficult due to a significant increase of the
Biophysical Journal 90(6) 2075–2085

FIGURE 2 PM assembly at pH 10. The arrows 1, 2, and 3 show CP
patches, EC patches, and nonassembled membrane, respectively. The
nonassembled membrane is ;1 nm thinner than ordered lattice (profile line).
Different lattice orientations are observable in assembled patches, and
protrusions are visible in and around CP patches. The scale bar is 400 nm.

double layer thickness (Eq. 1). In water (ultrapure water), the
AFM SiN tip feels a strong electrostatic interaction scanning
over the negatively charged PM CP side, thus preventing any nondestructive imaging. However it is possible
to obtain images of the less charged EC side, revealing a
rough ‘‘pitted’’ membrane, with many circular depressions
the diameter of few bR trimers and 1–2 nm deep (data not
shown). To image the effect of salt removal on the CP side of
the membrane, it is necessary to dry the sample for AC
imaging in air. Two distinct sides are revealed: a pitted side
similar to the membrane imaged in ultrapure water and a
cracked side, with the cracks following a hexagonal lattice
(Fig. 1 F). These pitted and cracked patches had previously
been observed by cryoelectron microscopy (45) and assigned
to the CP and EC membrane sides, respectively. However,
contrary to this report, we attribute the cracks to the CP side
and the pits to the EC one. This was confirmed using a
mutant bR (M163C) that can covalently bind to gold via a
cystein residue located on its CP side and prevents normal
assembly of patches having their CP side in contact with
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gold. Patches with their EC side on gold were normally
assembled and also exhibited hexagonal cracks, similar to
those shown in Fig. 1 I (data not shown). Examination of the
cracks in the CP leaflet reveals that they are following the bR
hexagonal lattice (Fig. 1, I and J). The larger cracks traverse
the membrane, but the smaller cracks are only ;1 leaflet
deep (2–3 nm) with occasional deeper holes corresponding
to fully removed trimers. Phase imaging allows the identification of trimer rows (Fig. 1 J). Cracks propagate between
these rows and are probably due to missing lipids, removed
by capillary forces during the membrane drying, and condensation of the lipid chains (46). Some lipids are removed
from the CP leaflet intertrimer space, weakening the membrane and occasionally allowing whole trimers to be extracted along with the lipids. The EC leaflet does not show
clear cracks, but their presence is suggested in the opposite
leaflet by depressions following the hexagonal lattice (Fig.
1 G). Small round pits similar to the holes observed in
PM in ultrapure water (Fig. 1 H) and larger circular holes
(50–150 nm in diameter) spanning the whole membrane
width are visible.
Side-speciﬁc force spectroscopy

To quantify the differences reported above between the two
PM leaflets, we have taken series of force curves on both
sides separately, varying salt concentration and pH. All the
curves are extension curves, showing the approach of the tip
toward the sample. The corresponding retraction curves (not
shown) are identical except for some possible adhesion of the
tip to the sample.
Representative force curves are presented in Fig. 3; they
are taken on both sides of PM and in a buffer containing
10 mM Tris and 20, 25, 30, 40, 150, and 300 mM KCl,
respectively. The pH was set to 8.
At 20 mM and 25 mM KCl concentration, no obvious
difference can be seen between the force curves on mica
and on the CP side of PM. Both exhibit a double layer
electrostatic repulsion zone (Eq. 1) followed by a linear
deflection starting for forces ,100 pN. This shows that the
AFM tip feels almost no membrane repulsion pressing on
the CP side. The tip penetrates very easily through the
whole membrane to reach the mica underneath. However,
imaging the sample after having taken force curves revealed
no permanent damage of the membrane, suggesting an
immediate healing after a hole was made by the tip. The CP
leaflet is weakened by a lack of shielding between highly
charged phospholipids and by the mobility of the intertrimer lipids. In contrast, the EC side of the membrane is
much more resistant to the tip pressure and continuously
deflects the cantilever.
At 30 mM KCl concentration in the buffer, force curves on
the CP side of PM exhibit an intermediate behavior between
the curves on mica and on the EC side due to partial
shielding of electrostatic repulsion between the CP leaflet

FIGURE 3 Force curves on the EC side (light shaded) and the CP side
(dark shaded) of PM and on mica (solid) at different salt concentrations
(20–300 mM KCl). The curves have been offset for better visibility. The
maximum force applied by the tip is ;2 nN (500 pN force scale)
corresponding to the force beyond which all the curves look similar when
superimposed, regardless of the sample.

lipids. This could be explained by the tip perforating only the
CP leaflets.
The critical salt concentration past which the electrostatic
repulsion within the CP leaflet is fully shielded is 40 mM
KCl. Curves on the EC and CP side are very similar. Both
leaflets deform in the same way under the tip pressure.
Increasing the salt concentration hardens the membrane symmetrically up to the point where force curves on the membrane and on mica show almost no difference (at 300 mM
KCl).
Side-specific force curves have also been acquired at pH 6,
8, and 10 in a 150-mM KCl buffer. No obvious difference
could be observed between the force curves taken on the CP
and the EC side of PM (see Fig. 7 C).
Solid-state NMR
To complement the AFM results, the effect of salt on PM
was investigated by comparing 31P NMR spectra of PM
aligned from a buffered suspension (5 mM sodium citrate,
pH 6) and from a dispersion in distilled water. Phospholipids
are predominantly located in the CP leaflet of PM, and thus
NMR can probe this leaflet specifically (22). Fig. 4 shows
31
P static NMR spectra of PM aligned from water and from
the buffer suspension at different levels of hydration. At
100% relative humidity (Fig. 4 A), two signals were observed around 40 and 13 ppm. They can be assigned to the
Biophysical Journal 90(6) 2075–2085
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obtained. Accordingly, the timescale of the anisotropic
motion of the phosphate groups is on the ‘‘long correlation’’
side of the T1 minimum (v0t c ; 1; t c ; 2.5 3 109 s).
DISCUSSION
Lipid mobility and density
AFM

FIGURE 4 31P NMR spectra with proton decoupling of PM films obtained from water suspension (I), from 5 mM sodium citrate pH 6 suspension
(II) at 100% (A) and 75% (B) relative humidity and dry (C), respectively.
The spectra were measured at 20°C. The 31P NMR signals correspond
mainly to PGP-Me (D) in PM.

a-phosphate (phosphodiester) and the g-phosphate (phosphomonoester) groups (Fig. 4 D) of the principal PM phospholipid,
PGP-Me (47), respectively. For all samples, the line width of
the g-phosphate resonance was smaller than the line width of
the a-phosphate resonance, indicating a higher mobility
of the g-phosphate moiety. This is due to the position of the
g-phosphate, which is located further away from the lipid
backbone. At 75% relative humidity, the 31P line shape of the
sample aligned from water became broad and the two signals
were hardly separated (Fig. 4 B), whereas the two signals
from the sample containing salt could still be clearly distinguished. For all the dry samples, the 31P NMR spectra
showed extremely broad signals (Fig. 4 C), not only from 50
to 0 ppm but also from 0 to –50 ppm. However, resolved
peaks could easily be obtained by rehydration of the dry
samples, resulting in similar spectra as those shown in Fig. 4,
A and B.
Table 1 summarizes the 31P spin-lattice relaxation times in
the laboratory frame (T1P ) for the a- and g-phosphate signals
at 20°C. T1P of the g-phosphate groups is smaller than T1P of
the a-phosphate moieties. It can also be seen that T1P of PM
aligned from water and from sodium citrate suspension
decreases gradually as the hydration level increases from
75% to 100%. For the dry sample in sodium citrate, a T1P
value ;10 times larger than T1P of the hydrated samples was
TABLE 1 T1P (s) of the a- and g-phosphate groups of PGP in PM
ﬁlm at 20°C; a and g are described in Fig. 4
Relative
humidity
100%
75%
Dry

Water

5 mM Sodium citrate

a

g

0.17 (60.01)
4.29 (60.30)

0.09 (60.01)
4.65 (60.24)
–
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a

g

1.43 (60.09) 1.01 (60.05)
1.96 (60.12) 1.41 (60.03)
16.7 (60.2)

Despite the very high salt concentration of the H. salinarium
native environment (;4 M NaCl), PM still assembles on
mica at very low salt concentration, and membrane patches
extensively rinsed with ultrapure water exhibit the hexagonal
lattice (Fig. 1, F and I) characteristic of native PM (48,49).
However, the lack of salt affects the membrane in an asymmetric fashion. The CP leaflet becomes very soft with
weakly attached intertrimer lipids that can be removed by
capillary forces, whereas the EC leaflet remains almost
unchanged. These observations indicate that highly branched
and charged phospholipids located in the intertrimer space of
the CP leaflet (PG, PGS, PGP-Me, and BPG) interact with
bR and each other mainly through nonspecific long range
electrostatic forces yet still possessing high mobility within
the leaflet. This is consistent with other studies (6,47) in
which the charge asymmetry of PM has been determined
using fluorescence and NMR. The AFM images emphasize
the importance of phospholipids for the overall membrane
cohesion, since their removal induces the extraction of whole
bR trimers by capillary forces (Fig. 1). However, the main
intertrimer interactions stabilizing the membrane together
appear to be specific and to take place in the EC leaflet,
as previously reported for intratrimer interactions (25,50).
These intertrimer interactions are sufficient to maintain the
lattice structure of PM, even in very low salt conditions when
the CP leaflet is dramatically affected or partially removed
(Fig. 1). Sulfoglycolipids are known to be predominantly
located in the EC leaflet (24) and in the intertrimer space (23)
and to interact strongly and specifically with bR, mainly with
its tryptophan residues. Tryptophan residues have been
shown to be determinant in the anchoring of proteins in lipid
membranes in general (51). In PM, the asymmetric interaction of sulfoglycolipids with bR is underscored by the
position of the tryptophan residues in bR since almost all of
them are located in the EC leaflet, some of them pointing
toward the intertrimer space (9).
More evidence of the specificity of the lipids and the
interactions in each leaflet can be found in Fig. 1, A and B,
where the CP patches (EC side facing mica) exhibit many
protrusions due to material located under the patch. Since
these protrusions are already present in the membrane
assembling edge (Fig. 2), they are probably lipid vesicles
joining the membrane edge during the patch formation.
These vesicles are indeed able to fuse with the CP leaflet of
the membrane, allowing PM to be smooth if they are
sandwiched between mica and the CP leaflet. This suggests
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that the vesicles are composed of phospholipids, which
would also explain why they cannot cross the membrane to
reach the CP leaflet when trapped between mica and the EC
leaflet. The location of the vesicles exclusively under CP
patches demonstrates the specificity of the interactions
within the EC leaflet. Vesicles trapped close enough to an
EC patch (CP side down) seem to reach it by lateral diffusion
and fuse to it, thus creating this ‘‘smooth belt’’ around it.
This phenomenon, however, raises an interesting question
about lipid density within the CP leaflet; if the above deduction is correct, the CP leaflet can find room for more
lipids than the number initially present just after the assembly, since vesicles are fusing to an already assembled
patch. A possible explanation would be the high mobility of
the phospholipids, allowing them to diffuse within the whole
CP leaflet and leave it at its edges if the lipid density is too
high and the headgroup repulsion excessive. The density of
lipids has indeed been shown to be significantly higher in the
CP leaflet (52).
NMR
31

P NMR resonances shown in Fig. 4 indicate that the
orientation of the phospholipids in fully hydrated samples
does not have a clear dependence on the salt concentration.
However reducing the hydration levels to 75% in the absence
of salt produces misorientation of the lipids. Salt ions enable
lipids to orient well even at low hydration levels. Reducing
the salt concentration increases the interlipid headgroup repulsion, inducing disorientation. Complete removal of water
produces a decrease in lipid long axis rotation, leading to
condensation of their chains and a poorer membrane alignment (46,53). This is in good agreement with the AFM images
of dried PM, where condensation and removal of the phospholipids are responsible for the cracks observed in Fig. 1, F–J.
T1P NMR relaxation times (Table 1) confirm the reduction
of phospholipid mobility with decreasing humidity. The increase in T1P for the drier membranes indicates that the
correlation time of the lipid motion lies to the right of the
minimum (;2.5 3 109 s), suggesting an increase in low
frequency motion. Fully hydrated samples show increased
lipid mobility in the absence of salt. The repulsion of the
headgroups caused by reduced shielding of the charge seems
to increase the phospholipid mobility. This result supports
the interpretation of AFM force curves experiments. At low
salt concentrations, the AFM tip easily perforates the
softened CP patches, but they healed fast after having been
perforated (Fig. 3). At lower hydration levels, the lack of
charge shielding strongly decreases lipid mobility, producing
disorder of the lipids and condensation of the chains.
PM stiffness measured by side-speciﬁc
force spectroscopy
We have estimated PM Young’s normal bulk modulus by
fitting the force curves with a theory recently developed by
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Chadwick (54). This theory assumes a sphere indenting a
thin film located on a substrate composed of harder material.
The modulus has been calculated independently for both
sides of the membrane at each salt concentration. The AFM
tip apex has a curvature radius of 10–20 nm, and thus presses
on at least a whole trimer when indenting the membrane. As
shown from imaging (Fig. 1), bR conserves its trimeric form
both in the lattice and when extracted from the membrane.
bR is indeed more stable in trimeric than in monomeric form
(55,56); this implies that force curves are mainly representative of the intertrimer protein-lipid and lipid-lipid interactions within PM.
For a membrane not bound to its substrate, the indentation
d of a sphere of radius R pressing with a force F on the thin
membrane is given by
F¼

2pER 2
d;
3h

(2)

where h is the membrane thickness and E the Young’s
modulus. The membrane is considered incompressible
(Poisson’s ratio of ½), which is a reasonable assumption
for biological membranes. The major improvement of
Chadwick theory over the traditional Sneddon’s modification of the Hertzian approach (57,58) used in previous AFM
experiments (59) is the assumption of a hard substrate under
the membrane, which is relevant in our case. The Sneddon’s
approach assumes an indenting cone on a semiinfinite medium, also giving a quadratic dependence of the force in d,
but with different constant parameters:
F¼

3pE tanðaÞ 2
d;
2

(3)

where a is the half opening angle of the indenting cone and
Poisson’s ration is also ½. We have fitted our data with both
theories for comparison. Fig. 5 shows the principle used
to do it, taking the curve on mica as a reference. The
indentation curve is superimposed on the reference curve (on
mica) for measuring d. Fdmax corresponds to the applied tip
force beyond which the maximal possible indentation dmax
on the membrane is reached and the curve does not then
represent the indentation properties of the membrane, but
more those of the substrate underneath (substrate region)
(59). If F $ Fdmax, then d ¼ dmax and the force curve on the
membrane is similar to that for the substrate underneath
(substrate region). When the AFM tip approaches the
membrane, electrostatic effects arise from the tip crossing
the electrostatic double layer (electrostatic region). Membrane force curves were fitted in the region where the tip is in
contact with the sample and the corresponding curve on mica
is linear, between the electrostatic and the substrate regions.
The tip radius R, the membrane thickness h, the cantilever
spring constant k, and the half opening angle a of the tip
cone were assumed to be identical for each curve analyzed.
Biophysical Journal 90(6) 2075–2085
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Two different regimes are distinguishable, and the evolution of the Young’s modulus has been fitted with a biexponential curve of type:
E ¼ Enat  El e

FIGURE 5 Principle of measurement of the effective indentation of the
membrane by the AFM tip. The region taken for fitting the models, labeled
‘‘Indentation region’’, corresponds to the region where the equivalent force
curve on mica is linear and the applied force is smaller than Fdmax.

Many independent fitting trials suggested values of R ¼ 20 nm
and a ¼ 30°. The membrane thickness h is 5.3 nm (Fig. 1 A),
and k ¼ 0.08 N/m.
Fig. 6 A shows the evolution of the Young’s modulus with
increase of KCl concentration in the buffer (pH 8), calculated
using the Chadwick theory. Young’s modulus calculated
from Sneddon’s modification of the traditional Hertzian
theory shows a similar evolution with values systematically
35% higher than for Chadwick treatment and are thus not
shown for more clarity.

FIGURE 6 Young’s normal bulk modulus of PM evolution with KCl
concentration at pH 8, measured from each side independently by fitting
force curves with Chadwick’s model (A). The evolution of the values obtained is fitted with a biexponential curve. Evolution of the maximum tip indentation dmax in the membrane, also obtained from force curves fitting (B).
Biophysical Journal 90(6) 2075–2085

c=Kl

 Eh e

c=Kh

;

(4)

where Enat is the Young’s modulus of PM close to its natural
medium salt concentration (4 M NaCl), c is the KCl
concentration, and the two exponential terms represent the
changes in E at low and high salt concentration, respectively.
The salt concentration parameters Kl ¼ 12 mM and Kh ¼ 650
mM have been fixed as global variables for both sides of the
membrane. This choice reflects the fact that when free, these
parameters give similar final results within 20% and that
their globalization allows an easier interpretation of the
results.
Interestingly, PM stiffness increases with the salt concentration despite a better surface charge shielding. This is because at low salt concentration, the phospholipids are mobile
within the CP leaflet and can accommodate the indentation
without significantly increasing the electrostatic potential.
The effective membrane stiffness is therefore decreased because the structure of the CP leaflet is temporarily modified.
At low salt concentration (between 20 mM KCl and 40
mM KCl), the measured Young’s modulus differs depending
on the side indented. The EC side gives a value of 14.4 MPa
CP
for EEC
l ; whereas El ¼ 75 MPa for the CP side, giving a
CP
EC
ratio for El =El ;5: The stiffening is five times more
important in the CP leaflet.
At higher salt concentration, the parameter Eh gives
comparable values for both sides of the membrane: 17 MPa
for the EC side and 16.4 MPa for the CP side. Since the
behavior of the membrane Young’s modulus does not seem
to depend on the side indented at high salt concentration,
Enat was logically set as a global parameter, giving a value of
Enat ¼ 28 MPa. This value is however an estimate, first
because the highest salt concentration studied is still ;10
times less than that of the natural medium concentration for
the bacterium and also due to the very large uncertainty in
the moduli obtained from force curve fitting. It is difficult to
select the right region of the curve investigated to fit the
model. To be valid, the indentation curve should be fit between the double layer electrostatic region and the substrate
region where the indentation reaches its maximum, d ¼ dmax
(see Fig. 5). At high salt concentration, the membrane stiffens and it becomes more difficult to determine the transition
between the indentation region and the substrate region; this
problem is the main factor of uncertainty. The uncertainty
arising from the moduli calculated over the different curves
obtained in one buffer is negligible (,5%). The model used
assumes a linear deformation of the indented layer (Hooke
deformation), which may not be true at low salt concentration. However, since the force curves used for fitting were
identical in extension and retraction, the deformation of this
membrane is elastic. The model used also takes into account
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a hard substrate underneath (Emica ¼ 15–25 GPa), and the
use of small forces (,2 nN) gives consistent results in comparison with surface force apparatus measurements on
phospholipid bilayers (60,61). The systematic 35% overestimation of Young’s modulus using the Sneddon’s modified
Hertzian theory is consistent with the observations made by
Dimitriadis et al. (62) when comparing the two theories used
here for thin film indentation.
Changing the pH of the buffer solution does not seem to
modify the stiffness of PM. The EC and CP Young’s moduli
obtained by fitting the corresponding force curves provided
no evidence for the membrane to be asymmetrically affected
by pH changes within the range measured (Fig. 7, A–C).
Finally, the evolution of the maximal indentation dmax
with changing KCl concentration (Fig. 6 B) is consistent with
a qualitative observation of the force curves. Both theories
used for fitting gave a similar value for dmax within 5%.
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied salt and pH effects on cohesion, stiffness,
and mobility in both leaflets of PM independently, concentrating on intertrimer lipids and protein-lipid interactions.
AFM imaging allowed a direct observation of how PM is
asymmetrically affected by salt removal. Side-specific indentation of the membrane provided a quantification of the
changes in stiffness, using a novel method for distinguishing
the EC and the CP sides which exploits the phase shift
information available when the AFM is operated in AC
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mode. This method, based on PM natural asymmetry, does
not require high resolution imaging. Fitting the force curves
separately obtained for the EC and the CP side of PM, we
have calculated the evolution of PM normal Young’s
modulus with increase of the buffer pH and salt concentration and carried out an estimation of PM modulus under
natural saline concentration. NMR measurements offer an
independent way of observing the phospholipid mobility and
order, showing an increased mobility of the headgroups on
salt removal. All the experiments tend to show that PM can
be seen as a structure held together by specific protein-lipid
and lipid-lipid interactions within the EC leaflet. This
scaffolding seems static and is very resistant to pH or salt
concentration changes of the surrounding buffer, maintaining the well-known stability of PM. The CP leaflet, on the
other hand, contains very mobile intertrimer phospholipids
largely affected by salt and pH changes. The mobility is due
to nonspecific long range electrostatic forces characterizing
the CP leaflet. Further AFM experiments on PM and on
asymmetric membranes in general should take into account
the different behavior of the leaflets since results obtained
from both sides may not be similar.
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